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Block-based programming environments have been
developed for several reasons: to support novice learners in
formal learning environments (e.g. [9]), to promote exploration
in informal learning settings (e.g. [10]), and to make
programming more accessible to younger or less experienced
learners. However, these are also settings where it may be
difficult for students to get individual support from expert
teachers. There is a well-documented shortage of qualified K12 CS teachers [11], introductory college courses are growing
to overwhelming sizes [12], and informal learning may involve
no teacher at all. Block-based programming environments are
precisely where intelligent support could be most beneficial
– encouraging novices and helping them overcome difficulties
I. I NTRODUCTION
that might otherwise discourage them from learning computing.
Block-based programming environments provide useful scafThis paper will introduce some of the key ways that
folding to novice learners by representing program code with intelligent systems can support novices learning to program
visual blocks, which, among other benefits, reduces the burden and highlight early work that applies these techniques to
of syntax and often precludes syntax errors altogether. This block-based programming environments. We will discuss the
scaffolding has been shown to improve learners’ performance challenges and opportunities that block-based programming
and reduce idle time [1] and reduce perceived difficulty [2]. poses to the addition of intelligent support, and suggest ways
However, while block-based programming helps students by- that the community could work to further this goal.
pass many of the difficulties of syntax to grapple with the core
II. I NTELLIGENT S UPPORT FOR T EXTUAL P ROGRAMMING
concepts of programming, it does little to support students when
they encounter difficulty with the programming concepts themIntelligent support for programming takes many forms, and
selves, especially when an instructor is unavailable. Construct- in this section, we will review some proven and promising
ing a loop may be easier to do in Scratch than in Java, but using approaches, with the hope that readers will be inspired by
that loop to calculate the sum of items in a list still requires the what is possible. We also envision how each intelligent support
conceptual knowledge of how the algorithm is implemented. feature might look like in a block-based programming context
Programming environments increasingly use AI and data and the research challenges that it might entail.
mining to provide intelligent, adaptive support for struggling
students, much in the way a human tutor would. These A. Student Models
intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) typically help students to
Many ITSs keep a detailed model of each student’s domain
practice and master specific concepts while working indepen- knowledge and use this “student model” to adapt instruction
dently (e.g. on homework) [3]. Evaluations of programming to individual learners. Student models usually break the
ITSs have historically shown substantial improvements in problem domain down into smaller concepts, or skills, such
learning gains compared to traditional independent practice as “declaring a variable” or “constructing a for-loop.” The
[4], [5]. However, nearly all ITSs for programming have student model itself can take many forms, but it is generally a
targeted textual programming languages, such as Java [6], collection of data on a student’s past performance that is used
Python [7] and Haskell [8], in introductory college courses. In to estimate which skills the student has learned [3]. Using a
this position paper, we argue that block-based programming student model, a system can adapt to a student’s knowledge,
environments should also include intelligent support features, giving them problems that are challenging but for which the
and that our research community on block-based programming student has mastered the prerequisite skills. Student modeling
should help shape these features to best support our users.
can be used in conjunction with Mastery Learning [13] to
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ensure that each student practices each skill until they have closer to a correct solution. These context-sensitive hints can
mastered it, but not longer. In the Lisp Tutor, one of the first be generated using an expert model, an AI system with a
systems to implement student modeling and mastery learning, large amount of expert domain knowledge encoded into rules
these features greatly improved student learning [4].
(e.g. model tracing [8]). However, programming environments
In Open Learner Models (OLMs), the student model is made are increasingly using data-driven techniques to generate hints
visible to the students, so they can track their own progress and automatically using student data [7], [19], [20], allowing these
mastery. The MasteryGrids systems visually depicts students’ hints to scale to new problems.
predicted mastery of various programming topics (e.g. loops,
Corbett and Anderson compared a variety of help mechvariables), and allows them to compare their progress to the anisms in the ACT Programming Tutor, including on-demand
class average, a feature which was shown to improve learning hints, and found that students who received any type of feedfor weaker students [14]. Student modeling is easiest when back during tutoring completed the tutor faster and completed
students engage in many small exercises, which are each a subsequent programming assessment in significantly less
designed to practice a specific skill, as in MasteryGrids. It time, with significantly fewer errors [5]. Other work has shown
is much more challenging in “open programming,” where that automatically generated hints can closely approximate
students work on larger programming problems that comprise the feedback that human tutors give [20], [21], suggesting that
many skills at once. Recent attempts at automatically modeling these systems have similar potential to help students.
skills on open programming problems using log data have
BlockPy [22] is a block-based programming environment
had some initial success. Rivers et al. used learning curve that already offers students sophisticated, instructor-authored
analysis on automatically-extracted skills to identify concepts feedback and could easily be augmented with intelligent support
students struggled with [15], and Yudelson et al. showed that to reduce the authoring burden. Our own work has investigated
an automated student model could somewhat accurately predict how to provide on-demand hints automatically in Snap! , a
learning in a programming MOOC [16]. The REACT system block-based programming environment (see Section III) [19].
[17] identifies evidence of “computational thinking patterns” in As in other systems, these hints are edit-based, but they differ
the AgentSheets and AgentCubes visual programming environ- from existing programming hints by presenting all suggestions
ments and visualizes this information for students and teachers. visually, comparing a student’s current code to suggested code.
One could imagine adding a block-based language to an This choice was inspired by the visual nature of the block
existing, exercise-based practice environment with auto-graded modality, and it raises the question of how block-based programunit tests, where new learners could benefit from the block ming could shape other aspects of hints. For example, blocks
modality, and a student model could help select ideal exercises lend themselves to a tinkering and bottom-up problem-solving
and promote mastery. However, block-based programming style that is difficult for current hint-generation algorithms to
environments are often paired with curricula like the Beauty support [19]. Block-based hints might therefore shift away
and Joy of Computing (BJC) [9] that emphasize exploration, from edit-based hints to support students with explanations,
tinkering and open-ended, creative projects, rather than suggested experiments and demonstrations that help the student
repetitive practice. While the block modality itself is separate discover the next step in their code independently.
from this style of learning, we propose a vision of student
modeling that embraces curricula like BJC. One could imagine
C. Other Intelligent Support
students pursuing creative and exploratory programming
1) Dialog and Affective Support: The JavaTutor system uses
projects, while a student model passively builds knowledge
of the concepts they understand or struggle with. This student natural language dialog to offer both cognitive and affective
model could then be used to identify students’ knowledge support to students, in the form of explanations and encouragegaps, to notify the teacher of misunderstandings, and to ment. Students can use text chat to communicate with a virtual
recommend videos, readings or extensions of programming tutor, whose responses can adapt to students’ utterances [23].
Research with JavaTutor suggests that non-cognitive factors,
projects that will help students master needed skills.
such as engagement and frustration are important for learning
B. Hints and Feedback
to program, and that these factors can be effectively predicted
In programming classes, students can easily get stuck or using multimodal data, including facial expressions, posture and
confused. If unresolved, this confusion can result in lower gestures [24]. This work highlights the potential of a tutor that
achievement, while confusion that is resolved leads to better can adapt to not only students’ actions, but also their personal
learning [18]. To ensure that students do not stay stuck, some traits and affective state. For example, in their E NGAGE game
programming environments offer adaptive hints and feedback. to teach CS to middle schoolers, Buffum et al. found that
A student can ask for help when they need it [7], [19], or affective scaffolding through a learning companion reduced
the environment may offer help proactively after a student females’ frustration, closing the “gender gap” with their male
submits an incorrect attempt at a problem [8]. The help may counterparts [25]. As with E NGAGE, block-based programming
explain an underlying domain principle that the student needs is often targeted at younger populations, who may struggle with
to understand to progress, or it may off an edit-based hint frustration or confidence, and this type of affective support,
(e.g. an insertion or deletion) to bring a student’s current code adaptation and interactivity could be particularly impactful.

2) Teacher Amplification: Intelligent support does not worked examples to preemptively correct or prevent common
mean replacing the teacher, and many intelligent technologies mistakes and misconceptions. However, while the authors
attempt to amplify teacher efforts. Piech et al. developed a call the system an ITS, their work focused more on creating
“force multiplication” technique to propagate teacher feedback tutorial content “to support the ITS,” rather than its intelligent,
on a small number of programs to a much larger number of adaptive features [31]. Diana et al. created a real-time
students [26]. Their machine learning algorithm first selects a dashboard to support Alice teachers in detecting struggling and
subset of programs to be graded by humans, and then applies idling students [32]. The dashboard used a predictive model
that feedback to tens or hundreds of times as many students. to estimate students’ learning outcomes using historical data
Head et al. [27] developed the F IX P ROPAGATOR, which relating Alice programming log data to a subsequent assessment.
allows teachers to correct a small number of student programs Using the same dataset, Grover et al. [33] developed a
with detailed feedback, and the system will generalize those framework for identifying evidence of computational thinking
fixes and propagate their corresponding feedback to other from log data, based on an Evidence Centered Design
students whose programs would be corrected by the same fix. methodology. This initial work is promising, but there is still
Many block-based programming environments have no trouble much to be done to establish a research community around
attracting users, but often lack qualified teachers able to instruct intelligent support for block-based programming.
them or provide feedback. One could easily imagine using
IV. C ONCLUSION
these propagation systems to make targeted teacher feedback
available to learners working on common programming
In this paper we have argued that intelligent support for
projects in informal learning settings, who may not have programming is an empirically-tested way to improve learning
access to a domain-expert teacher of their own (e.g. in [10]). outcomes and that integrating this support into block-based
3) Analytics and Data Mining: Intelligent systems not only programming environments is a promising research direction
benefit their students in real time; they also give researchers that should have a clear positive impact on students. We
the tools they need to better understand how students learn and close by touching on some limitations to our claims and by
struggle in these systems. This is accomplished by keeping offering suggestions of ways that researchers and developers
detailed logs of students’ interactions with the system, and then of block-based programming environments can contribute to
analyzing student outcomes, both in hypothesis-driven experi- the development of intelligent features for their systems.
ments and exploratory data mining. Good logging and analysis
does not require an intelligent system, and increasingly it is a A. Limitations and Challenges
We acknowledge that intelligent support has limitations and
prerequisite for developing intelligent features, as data-driven
techniques become more ubiquitous. For textual environments, drawbacks, and that it may not be appropriate in all situations.
numerous analyses have lent insight into students’ programming Help features may be most effective for certain students
abilities, strategies and difficulties, and predicted course perfor- (e.g. medium-skill level students) and in certain contexts [34].
mance and dropout [28]. Blikstein argues that these techniques Promising results from lab experiments may not always scale
can also be effective for open-ended and unscripted program- to real classrooms. Students can abuse help features and “game
ming tasks [29] that are common in block-based environments. the system,” which can negatively impact learning [34]. Some
Some data mining analyses have targeted block-based program- of the most promising evaluations of ITSs for programming are
ming, such Rodriguez and Boyer’s analysis of pair programmers also quite old (e.g. [4]) and should be replicated in newer sysin Snap! [30]. However, many of the most popular program- tems. In sum, after years of research, there are still many open
ming environments currently keep no logs, and while there are questions on effective intelligent support. However, we see these
many accessible databases of textual program logs [28], only as arguments for further research to ensure that intelligent features are employed effectively. It is our hope that these discova few block-based datasets ([19], [20]) have been shared.
eries can also target learners using block-based programming.
III. I NTELLIGENT S UPPORT FOR B LOCK P ROGRAMMING
We also acknowledge that most intelligent support was
Some progress has already been made to integrate intelligent designed for well-structured courses, and blocks are commonly
support into block-based programming environments. iSnap used in exploratory, creative and project-based learning. While
[19] is an extension of Snap! [9] that adds on-demand, we recognize that adapting these features to open-ended
next-step hints and feedback. If a student is stuck, they can domains is challenging, it is possible and has been done
ask iSnap to check their work, and it compares their partial for open-ended learning environments [35]. It can also be
solution to a database of other students’ correct solutions. very challenging to collect education data ethically and
It matches them to the solution they have made the most legally, especially from children [36]. There are also barriers
progress towards and uses this to suggest edits that will bring to adoption, especially in K12 classrooms, where teachers
the student closer to a correct solution. These suggestions will have reasonable doubts about the utility of AI systems
are displayed as highlights on the student’s code that indicate and automated approaches. However, previous work shows
where a block should be deleted, moved or inserted.
that ITSs can be made to work for schools by integrating
Working with the Alice programming environment, Cooper knowledge from content, curricular, and classroom experts
et al. added a series of guided tutorials, which relied on “buggy” with that of AI and cognitive psychology experts [37].

B. Call to Action
As noted above, we will need the expertise of several
kinds of experts to build successful, widely-adopted, blockbased programming environments with intelligent support.
To accomplish this, the designers and researchers of blockbased systems must be equal partners with AI and cognitive
science researchers. We close with suggestions for how to
contribute to and partner in this research: 1) Add comprehensive
logging to an existing block-based environment, and where
possible work to disseminate the data, allowing for analysis
and better evaluation. 2) Innovate and brainstorm on the design
and implementation of intelligent support for block-based
programming, addressing questions of usability and interface.
3) Attend a conference on intelligent support such as Artificial
Intelligence in Education (AIED), Educational Data Mining
(EDM), Learning at Scale (L@S) or User Modeling, Adaptation and Personalization (UMAP), and start a discussion. 4)
Critically evaluate an existing system (e.g. those in Section III),
experimentally or qualitatively, and share the results.
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